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Cover 
Aldo van E y c k . Photo by Sandra Lousada 

Protest 
Hugh Cochrane protests against planned short life for buildings. 

Books 

Byker 
The famous Byker Wall of flats has replaced Newcastle's grim urban fabric with a 
lightweight architecture in light colours. It symbolises the planned change from the 
heavy Tyneside industry to modern light industry and offices. Byker , which was 
designed by the Anglo-Swedish architect-planner Ralph lirskine, is described by 
Diaria Rowntree in the first of two articles about Newcastle. 

Jakarta's kampungs 
David Williams discusses the kampungs, or squatter settlements, of Indonesia's 
capital, where distinctive methods of self-help building and environmental improve
ment are to be found. 

Church at The Hague 
•Aldo van Eyck has been preparing himself for a very long time to build this church' 
says Peter Smithson. He tiaces the development of van Eyck ' s architectual language 
over twelve years and its culmination in the design for the church at The Hague. 

Pains of Venice 
Lost in the din of ecological worries, Venice has another problem, just as pressing, 
yet ignored. In the past twenty years, Venice's housing shortage has increased 
drastically, exacerbated by pohtical manoeuvering and cries about conservation. 
Gianni Scudo and Paolo Donadini discuss the problem and some possible solutions 

Japan's love hotels 
Chris Fawcett, an architectural researcher in Kyoto , writes about the uniquely 
Japanese 'love-hotels' wliich seek to glamorize people's love experience. 

PoHcy planning: environmental and Utopian aspects 
Utopian ideals and environmental concerns do not always complement each other. 
Thomas Reiner explores the ideas common to both and evolves some theories about 
their future intersection. 

Rational architecture 
A recent London exhibition of Rational architecture, arranged by Leon Krier , 
concentrated on urbanistic problems. Alan Colquhoun discusses the whole philosophy 
of Rational architecture. 

Paris: capital of Europe? 
Grahame Shane comments on the transformation of Paris under grandiose develop
ments, and the reaction of the younger generation of architects. 

Rust City 
Jonathan King describes a dormitory in New York 's Brockport State University which 
is in tune with changing student hfestyles. 

Planning 
Irene Coates delves into the ideology of cost-benefit analysis used by the Government 
in transport planning. 

Housing 
Tom Woolley discusses self-build housing associations in Britain. 

Alternative technology 
Eire's emerald energy, looked at by Neil Steedman. 

Round up 
A swivelhng vacation home. Winter wonderland in ITorida. British Architectural 
Library appeal. Cheerful medical centre. Research in architecture. Underground 
house. Video game playing. Circular hotel in Krakow. Japanese public lavatory. 
Demountable furniture. Ideal home. 

Arts 
Man Ray. Milord L a Chamarre. Without Tyres. James Stirling. R A Summer Academy. 


